Each of the schools showcased in this report serve high percentages of students eligible for free or reduced-price lunch (FRL).

**WHAT ARE TOP SCHOOLS?**
Top Schools meet the following criteria:

**School Type & Demographics:**
- Public and open to all students (select schools such as magnet or CTE schools with admissions criteria are not eligible);
- Serve at least 75% of students eligible for Free or Reduced Price Lunch;
- AND serve a student population that is at least 50% Black or Hispanic.

**Academic Results:**
- Have 75% of students on grade level (proficient in Reading and Math);
- OR meeting growth benchmarks, with Median Growth Percentiles (MGP) of 75 or higher in both Reading & Math, based on nationally-normed assessment results.

The three (3) public schools below met all the Top Schools demographic criteria AND the growth results criteria— with MGPs (Median Growth Percentiles) of 75 or greater in both Reading AND Math).

---

**Nevada Prep Middle**
This school’s Math MGP is **94**.
That means if you compare a student to 100 other students, s/he is growing faster than 94 of them.
This school’s Reading MGP is **81**.

**Mater Academy Mt. Vista Middle**
This school’s Math MGP is **77**.
That means if you compare a student to 100 other students, s/he is growing faster than 77 of them.
This school’s Reading MGP is **80**.

**Ruben Diaz Elementary**
This school’s Math MGP is **75**.
That means if you compare a student to 100 other students, s/he is growing faster than 77 of them.
This school’s Reading MGP is **75**.

---

Other Middle Schools that serve similar student populations have an average MGP of **45** for Math and **47** for Reading.
Other Elementary Schools that serve similar student populations have an average MGP of **49** for both Math and Reading.
SCHOOLS TO WATCH

While no district or public charter schools in Clark County met the 75% or greater proficiency results criteria, the three (3) schools listed below are leading the way in making significant progress towards that bar.

Public Schools that match the Top Schools demographic criteria and have the highest percentage of students on grade level:

- **Fay Herron Elementary**
  - FRL: 100%
  - 64% Math on Grade Level
  - 60% English on Grade Level
  - Dotted line = District Average

- **Lewis Rowe Elementary**
  - FRL: 100%
  - 57% Math on Grade Level
  - 53% English on Grade Level
  - Dotted line = District Average

- **Helen M. Smith Elementary**
  - FRL: 100%
  - 44% Math on Grade Level
  - 66% English on Grade Level
  - Dotted line = District Average

Other Elementary Schools that serve similar student populations have an average of 31% of students on grade level in reading and math.

SCHOOLS ALSO MEETING TOP GROWTH IN READING OR MATH

- **Arturo Cambeiro Elementary** has a Reading MGP of 82.
- **Democracy Prep at the Agassi Campus Middle** has a Math MGP of 84.

TOP PERFORMERS IN ALL OF CLARK COUNTY

These schools do not meet the Top Schools demographic criteria, but have demonstrated great academic results:

- The top-performing elementary school is **Vassiliadis Elementary** in Summerlin, with an average of 79% of students on grade level in Reading & Math.
- The top-performing high school is **Coronado** in Henderson, with an average of 59% of students on grade level in Reading & Math.

To see performance data profiles for any Nevada public school, visit [www.greatschoolsallkids.org](http://www.greatschoolsallkids.org).